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THE TRAINING OF CIVIL SERVANTS IN FRANCE AND AFRICAN COUNTRIES

(WTTH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION SCHOOLS.AND INSTITUTES)

1. The consequences of independence and necessities of development have

led African countries to provide themselves with structures and institutions

fitting- to modern States and to establish or thoroughly reorganize their

civil services! this involves in the first place a great effort to train

their civil servants.

2. In this they have generally been guided by methods and institutions

whioh have withstood the test of experience in already industrialized

countries, first the former colonial powers, England'and Franoe, and then

the United States of America.

3. Often, however, there are wide gaps and profound differences between

the achievements of new African States and what may be called the European

or American models on which they are based,

4. These differences are due partly to the backwardness of African

administrative equipment in the under-developed state of the country. They

are also attributable to the desire to adapt the training of African civil

servants to the specific needs of countries whose ethnic, geographio,

political and cultural characteristics are very far removed from those on

which European or American civilizations are. based... .

5» It is particularly interesting to distinguish these different factors

in a methodical comparison of training institutions in industrialized

countries and in Africa.

6, The purpose of this paper is to do this with respect:to Prance on the

one hand, and the Srench-speaking African States on the other, with special

reference to schools of administration, the Erench National School of Administra

tion and its African counterparts. . ......
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7. The system for training civil servants in.France is fairly-complicated.

Only the'essential features will be mentioned here:

(a) It lays special stress on start of career training, readily (

combining the two functions of recruitment and training, and

gives but a secondary place to refresher courses?

(b) If combines general university education with the.more specific

education of schools for civil servants instituted within the

administration;

(c) It makes massive use of the competitive system?

._ (d) Its currioula lie mid-way between general culture and professional

specialization, giving a large place to law and economics;

(e) It remains, faithful, to fairly classic teaching methods (classes

and lectures)5 it makes extensive use of practical training

courses but is much more reserved about certain modern method

such as case studies.

8. All this corresponds fairly directly to a whole series- of sociological,

political and administrative characteristics proper to present day France.

9. The main characteristics will be recalled^ ' •

(a) Fairly general attraction of youth to the civil service and the

very special prestige of great administrative careers, whence a

■sufficient number of suitably qualified candidates to enable'a real

: . selection to be'made$

(b) Largely literate and educated population. Adequate school and uni

versity education to give all levels a good general culture, but not

■ .:.. including advanced specializations, whence the necessity for -

. specifically administrative schools;

(c) democratic tradition of the equal right of all to public employment,

whence the rejection, with some rare exceptions, of any system

of recruitment other than that based on merit;
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(d) Absolute political neutrality of the administration-excluding

all patronage and any concern for the political training of civil

service candidates!

(e) Civil service structure based on the career principle, whence

the necessity for fairly polyvalent, training at the outset;

(f) Very centralized and uniform structure of the French administration,

whence the much greater importance attached to the training of State

civil servants (central administrations and external services) than

to that, of local government officials.

10. ENA (Soole Nationals d'Administration, National School of Administration)

is but one of the institutions assisting in the training of French civil

servants. It trains only a small number of French oivil servants (about one

hundred every year). Alongside it, many other more specialized schools are

responsible for training other categories, of civil servants (teachers, military

personnel, engineers, law officers, tax officials, treasury officials, oustoms

officials, post and telecommunicatione officials, public health officials,

social welfare officials and so on). Many civil servants proceed, after

competitive examination, directly to their departments and are not given

school training,

11. Of all these institutions, 'however, EETA, which is at the highest level

of the French civil service, is■the most important, the best known and above

all the one which best illustrates the training principles and methods in

use in Prance,

12. A broad description of it will be given.

Mission

13* SNA is responsible for and has the monopoly of the recruiting and training

of administrative civil servants for the main "corps" and senior cadres of

the French Government (Council of State, Inspectorate of Finance, Audit Office,

diplomacy, prefectoral body, civil administrators of the main ministeries).

It is, therefore, both an organization for recruitment and selection and a

training establishment.



14.. SNA is answerable'directly to the Prime Minister, not to the minister for*

national education. It is a public administrative establishment of post

graduate level. The administrative and executive staff is composed of civil. •

servants or university teachers seconded full-time. The teaching staff on

the other hand (professors, lecturers, directors of seminars) is composed of

civil servants or university teachers who devote only a small part of their

time to the school. The same is true for members of examination "boards.

15. The pupils are of civil servant.quality, receive a salary and on leaving

the school undertake to work for the Government for at least ten years.

Operation -. " ■. _ ■_. " ' :■...-.- ■

16. Two competitions each year,,one open to students the other .to young

civil servants,, effect rigorous selection among the many candidates (about

700 for less, than one hundred places). The successful candidates then s^pend

a whole, year on a training course outside Paris, generally .with the prefect

of a department. . They then return to ,the School for a period of academic

work during which they attend a second,shorter course in a private.Industrial

or commercial firm. Throughout the 28 months of their schooling the pupils

are given marks and undergo written and oral tests on all. parts of the

curriculum. Their total marks determine their final placing, which plays an

essential role since it is in the order of this placing that, on the last day,

the pupils themselves choose their own assignment.from the. list of posts open

to their group. The fact that the interest and prestige of posts in the

"grands corps", which the top students obtain, are much more attractive than

posts in ministries, with which the students'at the bottom of the list'have

to be content, is a great factor of competition and a powerful incentive to

work. ..'■.

Methods

17. The course is divided into almost equal periods of'practical training and

academic study. The practical training consists of both information and

participation in the work of the department or enterprise. In the academic

studies only a limited place is given to lectures, 'the preference being given

systematically to team work in small groups, in talks or seminars.
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Curricula

18. The course curriculum at the ERA is the same for all pupils whatever

their future administrative career. The sections of which the School was

composed at its foundation were abolished in 1958. Its curriculum

concentrates on four "basic disciplines , administrative and legal subjects,

economic and financial subjects, international relations and social matters,

and deals subsidiarily with various subjects of practical administration

such as accountancy, statistics, business management, organization and

methods. Knowledge -of two living languages is also required.

19. To anyone now turning his attention towards Africa, the background to

civil servant training problems appears vastly different.

20. Some features will doubtless be identical.

21.. This is particularly so with respect to the predominance accorded to

the principle of administration as a career. This is essential, even more so

than in Europe, in countries where education is not very specialised, where

the private administrative sector is almost non-existent and where there are

but few people available for the multiple and urgent tasks of public

administration. The training of civil servants must therefore^ as in France,

remain largely polyvalent.

22, Others of these features are sometimes fairly similars

(a) It is not rare to find in African countries a fairly wide attraction

to the civil service, particularly as there is hardly any competition

from the private sector. To the extent therefore that the schooling

of the population allows, there can be a certain selection in

recruitment\

(b) African States are rarely federal. Prench-style centralization is

not unknown. It is therefore possible for the main.part of civil

servant training to be concentrated at the standard of recruitment

to State administrations.
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23- There are, however, particularly in other fields,, great differences?..

(a) The level of literacy and schooling at present attained in African

countries - which, moreover, varies greatly from one country to

. another, - is far from equal to that in France.. The participation

of school and university-level teaching establishments is therefore,

owing to the force of circumstances, more limited quantitatively

and qualitatively? this leads firstly to the difficulty.of, any

selection "by competitive examination and secondly to a greater

need for specifically administrative schools.

(b) The political neutrality of. the administration, which was not

achieved in Rrance until after a long period of evolution, is,,

rarely attained in Africa. But is it so desirable? It may be

wondered whether the necessities of development do not call for a

certain political engagement on the part of civil servants as-a

means of greater efficiency and coherence in work. Without

rejecting all reference to the merit system, the system for the

■ recruitment:and training of African civil servants may, therefore,

present■very special characteristics.

24. Finally, to this picture should be added two additional facts which have

no equivalent in Frances

(a) The urgent and massive need for African administrative staff, on

■'• the. ■morrow of independence and threshold of development,-making an

effort at- improvement and particularly wide training at all levels

of the administrative hierarchy essential?

(b) The existence, in this field, of technical assistance, from interna

tional organizations and some industrialized States, which may make

a limited but perceptible contribution to the effort to train

African civil servants both locally (assistance in the establishment

and operation of national schools) and abroad (courses in sohools

or administrative departments of industrialized oountries).
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25. In our opinion, these observations serve both to justify the institution

of-national schools of public administration in African countries and explain

most of their characteristics, often very far.removed- from those of the French
MA.

2-6,. The institution of national schools of public administration in African
States appears even more- justified than in France;

(a) They make up for the inadequacies of recourse only to university
establishments, which are not adapted to the needs of the

administration, or to training abroad, which is slow, costly and

not free from danger, the trainees often experiencing great

difficulty when they return in adapting themselves to the

administrative life of their own countries?

(b) They make it possible to train the country's future civil servants

locally bringing them into direct contact with national realities,

and to provide them with practical training directly preparing them

for the exercise of their future administrative tasks?

(c) They afford the double possibility of providing this training to

students before they embark upon an administrative career and of

providing further training for.older, already serving staff of a

different background?

(d) They are very specially adapted to the training and advanced

training needs of career staff in centralized administrations.

.27. As compared with the French MA, however, African schools of administra
tions have their own characteristicss ■

(a) It is natural that their mission should be wider. It is often

desirable that they should train some middle-grade or executive

staff, even local government officials, in addition to senior

government civil servants. Sometimes they may even have to

contribute to the training of private cadres or development

officials alongside civil servants proper. Frequently, in addition
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to this training they provide advanced training for officials

. ■ already in service. Finally, in addition to their educational

mission, it may "be advisable for them to assume tasks of a

research, documentary, informative and advisory nature.

(b) The structure of African schools of administration is generally

more flexible than that of the French MA,

Although attachment to the chief of the executive appears desirable

to give them more authority and independence, their ties with the

university are frequently closer.

For multiple and generally very good reasons, however, they do not

follow most of-the very strict practices of.the Paris MA, such

as exclusive recourse to competition on entry and on leaving,

assignment based solely on final placing, the abolition.of all

internal specialization, and the monopoly granted to the School

for the recruitment of senior civil servants.

(c) Finally, their curricula and methods,qffer greater diversity. The

pedagogical content of the training programmes is necessarily more

open, giving a larger part to general culture at all levels and

offering different training for the various internal sections or

specializations of the school,

28. The teaching methods must be eclectic, using both the classical formulae

of lectures (necessary because of the absence of manuels) and practical

courses (although particularly difficult to arrange) and modern pedagogical

procedures based on the ac-tive participation of pupils (seminars, pariels,

case studies, and so on). '

29. In this -way ^a type of school which seems to meet the needs of African

.countries, reasonably well and to be fairly separate from the institution

on .which at one time they might have been based gradually evolves.
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30, A similar development has also occurred in the countries of English

or American culture or influence.

31. It is very striking to note that, having started from very different

models, the various African institutes and schools of Administration have

grown to ressemble each other, using increasingly similar structures and

methods to cope with similar problems — those of present-day African

realities.




